Use of nucleic acid probes in genetic tests.
Advances in molecular genetics have led to the development of clinical assays for several genetic diseases. Two general testing approaches are available: direct detection of the genetic mutation or indirect detection using DNA markers close to, or within, the defective gene. Direct testing at the nucleic acid level is available for diseases in which the basic defect is well characterized, such as sickle cell anemia. Several methods are available for detection of the point mutation that causes sickle cell anemia including: routine Southern blot analysis, allele specific oligonucleotides, and polymerase chain reaction gene amplification. For diseases such as cystic fibrosis, in which the basic genetic defect has not yet been characterized, an indirect approach is used. This approach relies on linkage analysis using DNA markers close to the genetic defect. Inheritance of the DNA marker is followed through the family. Unlike direct testing, the DNA marker does not detect the actual genetic defect. Therefore, a prediction of inheritance of the linked disease is given based on the risk of recombination between the disease locus and the DNA marker. An appreciation of the differences between the direct and indirect approaches is necessary to understand their attributes and their limitations.